Imagine Goldens LIFETIME Health Guarantee
1. For the purpose of Imagine Goldens guarantee, lifetime refers to 10 years
of age. Once your dog has turned 10-years-old, there is no further
guarantee.
2. Vet bills are the sole responsibility of the owner and will not be covered by
Imagine Goldens.
3. A 24-month genetic guarantee* is provided with a no cost puppy
replacement for any of the following health related issues:
a. Hip dysplasia (based on documented verification through PennHIP
testing). Document must say: confirmed hip dysplasia**
b. Failed results for elbows
c. Failed eye exam (breeder option is not considered a failed result).
d. Failed heart exam after one year of age
e. Issue that is verified to severely impact quality of life
f. Death based on genetic issue
Official documentation is required to qualify for the 24-month genetic
guarantee.
For items A-E above, in most cases the dog will need to be returned to
Imagine Goldens at buyer’s expense for the guarantee to be activated.
Other options must be discussed and agreed to between the buyer and
Imagine Goldens.
4. Guarantee from 2 years to 10 years of age. If you dog dies before the age
of 10 from genetic reasons, a percentage discount of your original purchase
price can be credited toward a new puppy at the current rate from Imagine
Goldens. You will retain your original pick order or higher. The percentage
credit (of your original purchase price) toward a new puppy is as follows:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

2-3 years: 80%
3-4 years: 70%
4-5 years: 60%
5-6 years: 50%
6-7 years: 40%
7-8 years: 30%
8-9 years: 20%
9-10 years: 10%

5. Requirements and limitations of 2-10 years guarantee:
a. Vet verification of death and cause is required for this guarantee to
be activated.
b. This guarantee only applies toward the purchase of another puppy
from Imagine Goldens.
c. The guarantee only applies to the original dog purchased and to the
original owner listed on the sales agreement (the guarantee is not
transferable). A replacement puppy does NOT fall under this
agreement.
d. If Imagine Goldens is no longer breeding Golden Retrievers, the
guarantee (2-10 years) is no longer valid.
e. This guarantee is only valid in the continental USA.
** Please note that studies have demonstrated that more than 50% of hip
results are based on proper diet (particularly not allowing your dog to be
overweight and proper nutrition) and exercise.
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